
CHALLENGE

Boone Hospital Center is widely regarded in mid-Missouri as a 

caring, compassionate medical facility; however, awareness of 

the high level of technical expertise they provide is very low in 

the market. While still leveraging the equity in their long-standing 

reputation of comfort and compassion, they wanted to bring to 

light the technological innovations and expertise they offer. BHC 

needed to promote the overall experience they provide — an 

experience that makes them the hospital of choice regardless of 

whether compassion or experience is the deciding factor.

CLIENT 
BOONE HOSPITAL CENTER

PROJECT  
“HIGH-TECH, HIGH-TOUCH”
CAMPAIGN 

Visit us at boone.org

Another reason to choose Boone.  

This is the place where it all matters. Big or small, every facet has meaning right 
down to lighting. So our lights are sophisticated enough to follow doctors hands 
while they work. Of course, lights play just as important a role in the way you 
feel. Which is why we’ve taken the time to customize fi xtures that radiate 
comfort and of peace of mind. We bring elements of therapy to our technology. 
We’re redefi ning what it means to be a hospital.
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CLIENT

Boone Hospital Center (BHC) is a leading health care provider in 

Missouri, providing services to 25 mid-Missouri counties. Operated 

by BJC HealthCare, one of the largest nonprofit health care 

organizations in the country, BHC has a reputation for excellence 

in cardiovascular medicine, obstetrics, neurology, oncology, 

orthopedics, and surgical services.



RESULTS 

The campaign resonated with mid-Missouri residents, creating an increase in awareness of Boone Hospital Center. The 

various channels worked together effectively to lead the audience to the website, where they were able to learn more 

and gain a better understanding of what BHC has to offer. During the campaign, the website, especially pages specific to 

service lines, garnered 15 times the number of sessions as prior to the campaign, with 74 percent of these sessions coming 

from new users. The digital ads performed well with a click-through rate of 0.12 percent, doubling the industry average 

in the display network and maintaining website session durations of nearly one minute. Facebook ads were seen by as 

many as 1.9 million users, reaching the target audience through a channel previously not utilized as an advertising outlet 

by the client. With new recognition for being high in both compassion and experience, BHC achieved a monumental ranking 

as the #1 hospital in mid-Missouri by U.S. News and World Report in 2015.

APPROACH

Woodruff developed a three-phased campaign to communicate both the innovation and compassion that can be found 

at BHC. The integrated campaign, “High-Tech, High-Touch,” incorporated four TV spots, 10 full-page print ads for regional 

newspaper and magazine publications, three outdoor boards and a library of targeted digital and Facebook ads. Two key 

audiences were kept in mind: current and future patients and referring physicians.

Phase 1 concentrated on the people of BHC: physicians, surgeons and nursing staff. Using a transitioning, split-screen 

concept to visually communicate the staff’s perfect balance of expertise and humanity, this phase promoted their level of 

skill, leadership and dedication to service while also reminding the audience of the reputation for kindness they have  

grown to trust. 

After several months in the market, Woodruff evolved the  

campaign to change focus to BHC’s environment. Keeping with 

the split-screen concept, this phase promoted the features of the 

hospital itself. From the advanced medical equipment available to 

the thought put into the interior accommodations for added comfort, 

this phase emphasized the physical attributes BHC has that makes a 

big difference in the experience of patients and loved ones.  

The final phase was dedicated to highlighting the major service 

lines. Straying from the split-screen design, this phase depicted 

actual BHC physicians and staff in their environment working with 

patients and each other. Service lines were promoted individually, 

allowing messaging to focus on the BHC experience uniquely 

specific to each service line while also promoting the various awards 

and designations those specialties had attained.


